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Abstract. Conflict-free Replicated Datatypes (CRDT) are usually clas-
sified as either state-based or operation-based. However, the standard
definition of op-based CRDTs is very encompassing, allowing even send-
ing the full-state, blurring the distinction. We introduce pure op-based
CRDTs, that can only send operations to other replicas, drawing a clear
distinction from state-based ones. Datatypes with commutative opera-
tions can be trivially implemented as pure op-based CRDTs using stan-
dard reliable causal delivery. We propose an extended API – tagged
reliable causal broadcast – that provides causality information upon de-
livery, and show how it can be used to also implement other datatypes
having non-commutative operations, through the use of a PO-Log – a
partially ordered log of operations – inside the datatype. A semantically-
based PO-Log compaction framework, using both causality and what we
denote by causal stability, allows obtaining very compact replica state for
pure op-based CRDTs, while also benefiting from small message sizes.

1 Introduction

Eventual consistency [1] is a relaxed consistency model that is often adopted by
large-scale distributed systems [2–5] where losing availability is normally not an
option, whereas delayed consistency is acceptable. In eventually consistent sys-
tems, data replicas are allowed to temporarily diverge, provided that they can
eventually be reconciled into a common consistent state. Reconciliation (or merg-
ing) used to be error-prone, being application-dependent, until new datatype-
dependent models like the Conflict-free Replicated DataTypes (CRDTs) [6, 7]
were recently introduced. CRDTs allow both researchers and practitioners to de-
sign correct replicated datatypes that are always available, and are guaranteed
to eventually converge once all operations are known to all replicas. Though
CRDTs have been successfully deployed in practice [2], a lot of work is still
required to improve their designs and performance.

CRDTs support two complementary designs: operation-based (or simply, op-
based) and state-based. In principle, op-based designs are supposed to dissemi-
nate operations, while state-based designs disseminate object states. In op-based
designs [8, 7], the execution of an operation is done in two phases: prepare and
effect. The former is performed only on the local replica and looks at the opera-
tion and current state to produce a message that aims to represent the operation,
which is then shipped to all replicas. Once received, the representation of the
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operation is applied remotely using effect. Different replicas are guaranteed to
converge as long as messages are disseminated through a reliable causal broadcast
messaging middleware, and effect is designed to be commutative for concurrent
operations. On the other hand, in a state-based design [9, 7], an operation is
only executed on the local replica state. A replica propagates its local changes
to other replicas through shipping its entire state. A received state is incorpo-
rated with the local state via a merge function that, deterministically, reconciles
the merged states. To maintain convergence, merge is defined as a join: a least
upper bound over a join-semilattice [9, 7].

Typically, state-based CRDTs support ad hoc dissemination of states and
can handle duplicate and out-of-order delivery of messages without breaking
causal consistency; however, they impose complex state designs and store extra
meta-data. On the other hand, in the systems where the message dissemination
layer guarantees reliable causal broadcast, operation-based CRDTs have more
advantages as they can allow for simpler implementations, concise replica state,
and smaller messages.

In standard op-based CRDTs the designer is given much freedom in defining
prepare, namely using the state in an arbitrary way. This is needed to have the
effects of concurrently invoked data-type operations commute, and thus provide
replica convergence despite the absence of causality information in current causal
delivery APIs. This forces current op-based designs to include causality infor-
mation in the state to be used in prepare, sent in messages, and subsequently
used in effect. The designer ends up intervening in many components (the state,
prepare, effect, and query functions) in an ad hoc way. This can result in large
complex state structures and also large messages.

Currently, a prepare not only builds messages that duplicate the information
already present in the middleware (even if it is not currently made available),
but causality meta-data is often incorporated in the object state, hence, reusing
design choices similar to those used in state-based approaches. Such designs,
made to work assuming little messaging guarantees, impose larger state size and
do not fully exploit causal delivery guarantees. This freedom in current op-based
designs is against the spirit of ‘sending operations’, and leads to confusion with
the state-based approach. Indeed, in the current op-based framework, a prepare
can return the full state, and an effect can do a full state-merge (which mimics
a state-based CRDT) [9, 7].

We believe that the above weaknesses can be avoided if the causality meta-
data can be provided by the messaging middleware. Causal broadcast imple-
mentations already posses that information internally, but it is not exposed to
clients. In this paper we propose and exploit such an extended API to achieve
both simplicity and efficiency in defining op-based CRDTs.

We introduce a Pure Op-Based CRDT framework, in which prepare cannot
inspect the state, being limited to returning the operation (including potential
parameters). The entire logic of executing the operation in each replica is del-
egated to effect, which is also made generic (i.e., not datatype dependent). For
pure op-based CRDTs, we propose that the object state is a partially ordered log
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of operations – a PO-Log . Causality information is provided by an extended
messaging API: tagged reliable causal broadcast (TRCB). We use this infor-
mation to preserve convergence and also design compact and efficient CRDTs
through a semantically based PO-Log compaction framework, which makes use
of a datatype-specific obsolescence relation, defined over timestamp-operation
pairs.

Furthermore, we propose an extension that improves the design and imple-
mentation of op-based CRDTs through decomposing the state into two compo-
nents: a PO-Log (as before), and a causality-stripped-component which, in many
cases, will be simply a standard sequential datatype. The idea is that operations
are kept only transiently in the PO-Log, but once they become causally stable,
causality meta-data is stripped, and the operations are stored in the sequential
datatype. This reduces the storage overhead to a level that was never achieved
before in CRDTs, neither state-based nor op-based.

2 System Model and Notations

2.1 System and Fault Models

The system is composed of a fixed set of nodes, each with a globally unique iden-
tifier in a set I. Nodes execute operations at different speeds and communicate
using asynchronous message passing, abstracted by reliable causal broadcast (or
gossip in the brief discussion about state-based CRDTs). Messages can be lost,
reordered or duplicated, and the system can experience arbitrary, but transient,
partitions. A node can fail by crashing and can recover later on; upon recov-
ery, the last durable state of a node is assumed to be intact (not destroyed).
We do not consider Byzantine faults. A fixed membership is assumed for causal
broadcast: messages towards a node that is temporarily crashed or partitioned
are buffered until it becomes reachable.

For presentation purposes, and without loss of generality, we consider a sin-
gle object that is replicated at each node; each replica initially starts with the
same state. Once a datatype operation is locally applied on a replica, the latter
can diverge from the other replicas, but it may eventually convergence as new
operations arrive. A local operation is applied atomically on a given replica.

2.2 Definitions and Notations

Σ denotes the type of the state. P(V ) denotes a power set (the set of all subsets
of V ). The initial state of a replica i is denoted by σ0

i ∈ Σ. Operations are taken
from a set O and can include arguments (in which case they are surrounded by
brackets, e.g., inc and [add, v]). We use total functions K → V and maps (partial
functions) K ↪→ V from keys to values, both represented as sets of pairs (k, v).
Given a function m, the notation m{k �→ v} maps k to v, and behaves like m
on other keys, e.g., Fig. 1a.
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Σ = I → N σ0
i = {(r, 0) | r ∈ I}

applyi(inc,m) = m{i �→ m(i) + 1}
evali(rd,m) =

∑

r∈I

m(r)

mergei(m,m′) = {(r,max(m(r),m′(r))) | r ∈ I}

(a) State-based counter

Σ = N σ0
i = 0

preparei(inc, n) = inc

effecti(inc, n) = n+ 1

evali(rd, n) = n

(b) Op-based counter

Fig. 1. Counter CRDT in both state-based and op-based approaches

2.3 Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types Approaches

State-Based CRDTs. These CRDTs maintain a state representation of an
object, which evolves according to a well defined partial order. A state evolves
via executing datatype operations or through applying a join operation, which
merges any two states, thus resolving conflicting states. State-based replicas of
an object converge by always shipping the entire local state, and applying the
join operation on received states. State-based CRDTs are costly as the entire
replica state must be shipped, but they demand less guarantees from the net-
work because joins are designed to be commutative, idempotent, and associative.
Figure 1a represents a state-based increment-only counter. In this paper we do
not address state-based CRDTs.

Operation-Based CRDTs. In op-based CRDTs, representations of opera-
tions issued at each node are reliably broadcast to all replicas. Once all replicas
receive all issued operations (on all nodes), they eventually converge to a sin-
gle state, if: (a) operations are broadcast via a reliable causal broadcast, and
(b) ‘applying’ representations of concurrently issued operations is commutative.
Op-based CRDTs can often have a simple and compact state since they can rely
on the exactly-once delivery properties of the broadcast service, and thus do
not have to explicitly handle non-idempotent operations. Figure 1b represents
an op-based increment-only counter. The state contains a simple integer counter
that is incremented for each inc operation that is delivered.

The API of the underlying middleware at each node i provides an interface
method cbcasti(m) that sends a messagem using causal broadcast. When apply-
ing an operation o at some node i with state σ, function preparei(o, σ) is called
returning a message m. This message is then broadcast by calling cbcasti(m).
Once m is delivered to each destination node j, effectj(m,σ) is called, return-
ing the new replica state σ′. For each node that broadcasts a given operation,
the broadcast, the corresponding local delivery, and the effect on the local state
are executed atomically. When a query operation q is performed, evali(q, σ) is
invoked. eval takes the query and the state as input and may return a result
(leaving the state unchanged).
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Σ = N ×P(I ×N× V ) σ0
i = (0, {})

preparei([add, v], (n, s)) = [add, v, i, n+ 1]

effecti([add, v, i
′, n′], (n, s)) = (n′ if i = i′ otherwise n, s ∪ {(v, i′, n′)})

preparei[rmv, v], (n, s)) = [rmv, {(v′, i′, n′) ∈ s | v′ = v}]
effecti([rmv, r], (n, s)) = (n, s \ r)

eval(rd, (n, s)) = {v | (v, i′, n′) ∈ s}

Fig. 2. Standard op-based observed-remove add-wins set

3 Pure Op-Based CRDTs

In this section we introduce pure op-based CRDTs and discuss what datatypes
can be implemented as pure using standard causal broadcast.

Definition 1 (Pure op-based CRDT). An op-based CRDT is pure if mes-
sages contain only the operation (including arguments, if any). Given operation
o and state σ, prepare is always defined as:

prepare(o, σ) = o.

This means that prepare cannot build an arbitrary message depending on the
current state; in fact, in pure op-based CRDTs the operation can be immediately
broadcast without even reading the replica state. As an example, the counter in
Fig. 1b is pure op-based, while the observed-remove set implementation (from
[6]) in Fig. 2 is not, because in a remove operation prepare builds a set of triples
present in the current state, to be removed from the state at each replica when
performing effect.

3.1 Pure Implementations of Commutative Datatypes

As we discuss now, the pure model of op-based CRDTs can be directly applied,
using standard reliable causal broadcast [10], to implement datatypes whose
operations are commutative.

Definition 2 (Commutative datatype). A concurrent datatype is commu-
tative if (a) for any operations f and g, their (sequential) invocation commutes:
f(g(σ)) = g(f(σ)), and (b) concurrent invocations are defined as equivalent to
some linearization.

Commutative datatypes reflect a principle of permutation equivalence [11]
stating that “If all sequential permutations of updates lead to equivalent states,
then it should also hold that concurrent executions of the updates lead to equiv-
alent states”.

As the extension to concurrent scenarios follows directly from their sequential
definition, with no room for design choices, commutative datatypes can have a
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Σ = N σ0
i = 0

preparei(o, σ) = o

effecti(inc, n) = n+ 1

effecti(dec, n) = n− 1

evali(rd, n) = n

(a) Pure PN-counter

Σ = P(V ) σ0
i = {}

preparei(o, σ) = o

effecti([add, v], s) = s ∪ {v}
evali(rd, s) = s

(b) Pure grow-only set

Fig. 3. Pure op-based CRDTs for commutative datatypes

standard sequential specification and implementation. As such, a pure op-based
CRDT implementation is trivial: as when using the standard causal broadcast,
the message returned from prepare, containing the operation, will arrive exactly
once at each replica, it is enough to make effect consist simply in applying the
received operation to the state, over a standard sequential datatype, i.e., defining
for any datatype operation o:

effecti(o, σ) = o(σ).

Two examples of commutative datatypes, presented in Fig. 3, are: a PN-
counter with inc and dec operations; a grow-only set (G-set) with add operation.
Both cases use a standard sequential datatype for the replica state, and applying
effect is just invoking the corresponding operation in the sequential datatype.
Both these examples explore commutativity and rely on the exactly-once deliv-
ery, leading to a trivial pure implementation.

3.2 Non-commutative Datatypes

In the case where datatype operations are not commutative, such as a set with
add and rmv operations, where add(v, rmv(v, s)) 
= rmv(v, add(v, s)), we have
two reasons that prevent effect from being simply applying the operation over a
sequential datatype.

One reason is that, even when the semantics of concurrent invocations can
be defined as equivalent to some linearization of those operations, the messages
corresponding to concurrent operations will be, in general, delivered in different
orders in different replicas. Therefore, as the operations do not commute, simply
applying them in different orders in different replicas makes replicas diverge.
Under the assumption of causal delivery and the aim of convergence, effect must
always be commutative, and therefore, cannot be defined directly as operations
that are not commutative themselves. It must be defined in some other way.

The other reason is that it is useful to specify concurrent datatypes in which
the outcomes of concurrent executions are not equivalent to some linearization.
The best example is the multi-value register, where two concurrent writes make
a read in their causal future return a set with both values written. This outcome
could not arise under a sequential specification.
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state:
σi ∈ Σ

on operationi(o):
tcbcasti(prepare(o, σi))

on tcdeliveri(m, t):
σi := effect(m, t, σi)

on tcstablei(t):
σi := stable(t, σi)

Algorithm 1. Distributed algorithm for node i using tagged causal broadcast

In general, a concurrent datatype will have a specification depending on the
partial order of operations over the datatype. Given that such information about
that partial order is already present in metadata in causal delivery middleware,
we propose an approach for pure op-based CRDTs for general non-commutative
datatypes that leverages this metadata, now exposed by an extended causal
delivery API, what we call tagged reliable causal broadcast.

4 Tagged Reliable Causal Broadcast (TRCB)

A common implementation strategy for a reliable causal broadcast service [12]
is to assign a vector clock to each message broadcast and use the causality in-
formation in the vector clock to decide at each destination when a message can
be delivered. If a message arrives at a given destination before causally preced-
ing messages have been delivered, the service delays delivery of that message
until those messages arrive and are delivered. Unlike totally ordered broadcast,
which requires a global consensus on the delivery order, causal broadcast can
progress with local decisions. For general datatypes, causal consistency is likely
the strongest consistency criteria compatible with an always-available system
that eventually converges [13].

By leveraging this information, we can specify a reliable causal broadcast
service with an extended API, and refer to its broadcast operation at each replica
i as tcbcasti(m). Algorithm 1, running on each node i, shows how the events
triggered by the tagged causal delivery service are used to invoke the generic
functions for pure op-based CRDTs: prepare, effect and stable; these functions,
in different variants, will be discussed in the following sections. This extended
service provides nodes with information about two aspects.

4.1 Partial Order

The first salient difference is that message delivery on each node i, given by
the event tcdeliveri(m, t), provides not only the message m itself, but also the
vector clock timestamp t corresponding to m. When implementing pure op-
based CRDTs, in which only the operations are sent in messages, we can use
the timestamp supplied by the service upon delivery in the definition of effect;
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i.e., we can have effect(o, t, s) as a function of the operation, the timestamp and
the current state.

As we will see in the next section, this information about the partial order
can be embedded in the state in a general way so that effect is commutative and
reference implementations of general possibly non-commutative datatypes can
be obtained, following their specification. Moreover, in Sect. 6 we will see how
realistic efficient pure CRDTs can be obtained, in which the use of this causality
information, together with the semantics of the datatype operations is essential.

4.2 Causal Stability

Definition 3 (Causal Stability). A clock t, and corresponding message, is
causally stable at node i when all messages subsequently delivered at i will have
timestamp t′ ≥ t;

This implies that no message with a timestamp t′ concurrent with t can be
delivered at i when t is causally stable at i. This notion differs from classic
message stability [10] in which a message is stable if it has been received by all
nodes. Here we not only need this to happen but also that no further concur-
rent messages may be delivered. Therefore, causal stability is a stronger notion,
implying classic message stability.

The extended API will provide an event tcstablei(t) which will be triggered
when it is determined that t is stable at i. The middleware at node i can check
if timestamp t is causally stable at i by checking if a message with timestamp
t′ ≥ t has already been delivered at i from every other other node j, i.e.:

tcstablei(t) when ∀j ∈ I \ {i} · ∃t′ ∈ deliveredi() · origin(t′) = j ∧ t ≤ t′,

where deliveredi() returns the set of messages that have been delivered at node
i, while origin(t) denotes the node from where the message corresponding to t
has been sent. To evaluate this clause efficiently, the middleware only needs to
keep the most recently delivered timestamp from each origin [14].

We will see in Sect. 6 how causal stability can be used to reduce CRDT state
size, by stripping causality information from causally stable operations.

5 Pure CRDTs Based on a Partially Ordered Log

Having a tagged causal broadcast service, it is now possible to obtain a univer-
sal mechanism for obtaining pure reference implementations for any (possibly
non-commutative) concurrent datatype in which semantics are defined over the
partial order of operations.

The reference mechanism, presented in Fig. 4, uses a uniform notion of state
for a replica: a partially ordered log of operations, what we call a PO-Log. This
uses the ordering information offered by the messaging middleware to keep in-
formation about concurrent operations, not trying to impose a local total-order
over them, contrary to a classic sequential log.
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Σ = T ↪→ O σ0
i = {}

prepare(o, s) = o

effect(o, t, s) = s ∪ {(t, o)}
eval(q, s) = [datatype-specific query function over partial order]

Fig. 4. PO-Log based reference implementation for pure op-based CRDTs

Σ = T ↪→ O σ0
i = {}

prepare(o, s) = o (with o either [add, v] or [rmv, v])

effect(o, t, s) = s ∪ {(t, o)}
eval(rd, s) = {v | (t, [add, v]) ∈ s ∧	 ∃(t′, [rmv, v]) ∈ s · t < t′}

Fig. 5. PO-Log based observed-remove add-wins set

The PO-Log can be defined as a map (a partial function) T ↪→ O from mes-
sage timestamps (as given by the tagged causal broadcast service) to the corre-
sponding operation. Here we have a universal datatype-independent definition of
effect as:

effect(o, t, s) = s ∪ {(t, o)},
which is trivially commutative, as needed. Only the query functions will need
datatype-specific definitions according to desired semantics. Their definition over
the PO-Log will typically be a direct transposition of their specification.

Figure 5 shows a pure PO-Log based implementation of an add-wins observed-
remove set over the new tcbcast service. The add-wins semantic is defined in the
rd query function: the set of values reported to be in the set are those values
that have been added with no rmv causally in the future of the add. Another
example, shown in Fig. 6, is a multi-value register. Here a read reports the set
of all concurrently written values that have not been subsequently overwritten.

These reference implementations are not realistic to be actually used, namely
because state size in each replica is linear with the number of operations. They
are a starting point from which actual efficient implementations can be derived,
by semantically based PO-Log compaction, as we show in the next section. But
they are relevant, as they provide a clear description of the concurrent semantics
of the replicated datatype. This is possible since we are capturing the partial
ordered set of all operations delivered to each replica. (A similar approach to
express the semantics is found in [15] when relating to the visibility relation.)

6 Semantically Based PO-Log Compaction

We now show how PO-Log based CRDTs can be made efficient by performing
PO-Log compaction. There are two ingredients that we explore. The first one is
to prune the PO-Log after each operation is delivered in the effect, so as to keep
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Σ = T ↪→ O σ0
i = {}

prepare([wr, v], s) = [wr, v]

effect([wr, v], t, s) = s ∪ {(t, [wr, v])}
eval(rd, s) = {v | (t, [wr, v]) ∈ s ∧	 ∃(t′, [wr, v′]) ∈ s · t < t′}

Fig. 6. PO-Log based multi-value register

Σ = T ↪→ O σ0
i = {}

prepare(o, s) = o

effect(o, t, s) = {x ∈ s | ¬ obsolete(x, (t, o))} ∪ {(t, o) | x ∈ s ⇒ ¬ obsolete((t, o), x)}
obsolete() = [datatype-specific relation to identify obsolete operations]

eval(q, s) = [datatype-specific query function over partial order]

Fig. 7. Reference implementation for PO-Log compaction

the minimum number of operations such that all queries return the same result
as when the full PO-Log is present. The second one is to explore causal stability
information, to discard timestamp information for elements once they become
stable, possibly merging some elements.

6.1 Exploring Causality Information

As the possibility of discarding operations while preserving semantics is datatype
dependent, we propose a unified framework which includes the PO-Log, prepare,
and a more sophisticated effect which makes use of a datatype-specific relation to
discard operations made irrelevant by newer arrivals, according to both operation
content and corresponding timestamp, as shown in Fig. 7.

This relation between pairs timestamp-operation – obsolete((t, o), (t′, o′)) – is
used by effect in the following way: when a new pair (t, o) is delivered to a replica,
effect discards from the PO-Log all elements x such that obsolete(x, (t, o)) holds;
also, the delivered pair (t, o) is only inserted into the PO-Log if it is not redundant
itself, according to the current elements, i.e., if for any current x in the PO-Log
obsolete((t, o), x) is false. This relation is not restricted to be a partial-order,
but can be a more general relation, allowing, e.g., a newly arrived operation to
discard others in the PO-Log without necessarily being itself added.

It is easy to see by simple induction that this execution mechanism pro-
vides the invariant that for any two different pairs p1 and p2 in the PO-Log,
obsolete(p1, p2) is false. This invariant allows reasoning about the datatype,
namely to be able to write simplified query functions that give the same result
over the compact PO-Log as the original query functions over the full PO-Log.

An observed-remove add-wins set using the PO-Log compaction framework
can be seen in Fig. 8 (which presents only the datatype-specific functions). Here
it can be clearly seen that obsolete was defined directly according to the essence
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obsolete((t, [add, v]), (t′, [add, v′])) = t < t′ ∧ v = v′

obsolete((t, [add, v]), (t′, [rmv, v′])) = t < t′ ∧ v = v′

obsolete((t, [rmv, v]), x) = true

eval(rd, s) = {v | (t, [add, v]) ∈ s}

Fig. 8. Observed-remove add-wins set with PO-Log compaction

obsolete((t, [wr, v]), (t′, [wr, v′])) = t < t′

eval(rd, s) = {v | (t, [wr, v]) ∈ s}

Fig. 9. Multi-value register with PO-Log compaction

of the datatype: a subsequent add obsoletes a previous add of the same value; a
rmv obsoletes an add of the same value. The more interesting rule is that any rmv
is made obsolete by any other timestamp-operation pair; this implies that a rmv
can only exist as the single element of a PO-Log (if it was inserted into an empty
PO-Log), being discarded once other operation arrives (including another rmv),
and never being inserted into a non-empty PO-Log. This reflects the add-wins
nature, in which the role of a rmv is basically to discard same-value additions in
its causal past. Under the now compacted PO-Log, the query function rd can be
defined in a simple way, and clearly seen to give the same result as the original
one over the full PO-Log (in Fig. 5).

Another example where PO-Log compaction leads to an efficient datatype is
the multi-value register, in Fig. 9, where it is obvious the effect of a write in
making all writes in its causal past obsolete, regardless of value written. The set
of concurrent writes that have not been made obsolete will be returned in a read,
which is equivalent to the original definition in Fig. 6 over the full PO-Log.

6.2 Exploring Causal Stability Information

The second component of PO-Log compaction involves using causal stability to
strip logical clocks from the PO-Log. From the definition of causal stability, if
some pair (t, o) is in the PO-Log, with t causally stable, all future deliveries
(t′, o′) used in effect will be causally in the future, i.e., t′ > t.

Because effect only compares, through obsolete, new arrivals and PO-Log el-
ements – but never PO-Log elements among themselves – and for a stable t, all
future deliveries will be causally in its future, the value of t is no longer needed,
and it can be replaced by any timestamp that is less than all other timestamps:
the bottom (⊥) of the timestamp domain; e.g., a null map {} for a vector-clock
timestamp.

In practice this means that, instead of having timestamps that are maps
or vectors with size linear on the number of replicas, we can have a special
marker denoting bottom (e.g. a null pointer). This greatly diminishes the size of
a replica state for two reasons. For some CRDTs where size may be a problem,
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Σ = P(O)× (T ↪→ O) σ0
i = ({}, {})

prepare(o, (s, p)) = o

effect(o, t, (s, p)) = (s′, p′), where

s′ = {x ∈ s | ¬ obsolete((⊥, x), (t, o))}
p′ = {x ∈ p | ¬ obsolete(x, (t, o))}

∪ {(t, o) | x ∈ p ⇒ ¬ obsolete((t, o), x)}
stable(t, (s, p)) = (s ∪ p(t), p \ {(t, p(t))})

obsolete() = [datatype-specific relation to identify obsolete operations]

eval(q, (s, p)) = [datatype-specific query function over PO-Log ]

Fig. 10. Full PO-Log compaction framework exploring causal stability

like sets of integers, values may take considerably less space than timestamps,
which constitute the great percentage of state size; stripping a timestamp from
an element can be a huge improvement per element. The second reason is that,
again in such scenarios with large states, the percentage of elements in the PO-
Log that are not yet causally stable will be quite small, with most already stable.
This means that this optimization, which gives good results per element, will be
applied to most elements, leading to a large overall improvement.

Instead of being a map T ↪→ O, the PO-Log is split in P(O)× (T ↪→ O), de-
taching into a plain set all operations that have stable timestamps (i.e., making
the ⊥ timestamp implicit). A new framework using the split PO-Log is presented
in Fig. 10. In effect a new delivery possibly discards elements both from the set of
operations and the partially ordered set of operations; elements from the latter
are used to decide on the addition of the new delivery, as before. (The possi-
bility of a stable operation obsoleting a new arrival, in its causal future, is not
considered, but this can easily be changed if some example shows its usefulness.)
In stable, the operation corresponding to a stable timestamp is fetched, to be
added to the set and the corresponding entry removed from the map.

The PO-Log split allows implementations tailored to specific datatypes to
achieve further improvements. As an example, an or-set will have only (t, [add, v])
entries in its PO-Log (except for the singleton {(t, [rmv, v]}) which can be pre-
vented by a special rule); when elements become causally stable, only the value
v needs to be migrated and not the operation name. The set component of the
split PO-Log becomes a plain set of values, allowing traditional implementations
of sets to be used; e.g., a bitmap if the datatype is for a dense set of integers.

By exploiting both causality and causal stability information, made available
by the proposed tagged causal delivery API, we have paved the way for these
optimizations that allow pure op-based CRDTs that are much more suitable for
large datatypes than current designs.
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7 Related Work

Weakly Consistent Replication. The design of replicated systems that are al-
ways available and eventually converge can be traced back to historical designs
in [14, 16, 17], among others. Lazy Replication [18] allows enforcing causal consis-
tency, but may apply concurrent operations in different orders in different repli-
cas, possibly leading to divergence if operations are not commutative; TSAE [19]
also either applies concurrent operations in possibly different orders, or allows
enforcing a total order compatible with causality, at the cost of delaying mes-
sage delivery. Both these systems use a message log, the former with complete
causality information, but the log is pre-delivery, unseen by the application: op-
erations are applied sequentially to the current state and queries use only the
state. In our framework the PO-Log is post-delivery, being part of the datatype
state, maintains causality information and is used in query operations.

Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types. The formalization of the commutativity
requirements for concurrent operations in replicated datatypes was introduced
in [8, 20], and that of the state based semi-lattices was presented in [9]. After-
wards, the integration of the two models with many extensions was presented
in Conflict-free Replicated Datatypes [6, 7]. Currently, CRDTs have made their
way into the industry through designing highly available scalable systems in
cloud databases like RIAK [2], and mobile gaming industry such as Rovio [21].

Message Stability. The notion of message stability was defined in [10] to represent
a message that has been received by all recipients; each replica can discard any
message it knows to be stable after delivering it. Similar notions are used in
Lazy Replication [18] and TSAE [19]. In all these cases the aim is message
garbage collection. Our definition of causal stability is the stronger notion that
no more concurrent messages will be delivered ; we use it inside the datatype
to discard causality information while keeping the operation. Causal stability is
close to what is used in the mechanics of Replicated Growable Arrays (RGA) [20],
although no definition is presented there.

Message Obsolescence. Semantically reliable multicast [22] uses the concept of
message obsolescence to avoid delivering messages made redundant by some
newly arrived message, where obsolescence is a strict partial order that is a subset
of causality, possibly relating messages from the same sender or totally ordered
messsages from different senders. Our obsolescence relation is more general, being
defined on clock-operation pairs, and can relate concurrent messages. Also, it is
defined per-datatype, being used inside each datatype, post-delivery.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we improved the CRDT model by introducing the stricter no-
tion of pure op-based, and establishing a clear frontier with state-based models.
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We have shown which pure datatypes are possible over off-the-shelf causal de-
livery middleware and then introduce an extended API, tagged reliable broad-
cast, that supports the remaining datatypes, those non-commutative in their
sequential specifications. Supported by this API, that conveys causal informa-
tion present in the middleware, we were able to define a partially ordered log,
named PO-Log, that supports a clear semantic description and abstract imple-
mentation of each concurrent datatype.

To obtain efficient implementations we developed a framework for semantic
compaction of a PO-Log and, in a final step, resorted to a notion of causal
stability to determine when it is safe to strip PO-Log entries of their causal
order metadata. This final step allows eventually moving all data to a standard
sequential datatype, or a local database, and harvest the efficiency gains of re-
using existing optimized data structures and database engines.

Having exemplified the framework with relevant non-trivial datatypes (repli-
cated sets and registers) we expect that future research, and the existing devel-
oper community, can apply these techniques to other derived datatypes, such a
maps, graphs, and sequences.
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